Decision tree
I decided to participate in an important event for my work and
organized abroad (conference, seminar, stay in a laboratory etc).
How will I get there?

Is there a virtual modality of
participation that allows me to
reach my objectives for this event?

Yes

I can participate remotely from my computer or in one of
the videoconference rooms set up at the University.
https://uclouvain.be/fr/decouvrir/visioconference.html
I can watch the event offline if it has been recorded.
Objectives met: professional objectives, time saving,
reduction of my ecological footprint (a round trip from
Brussels to Rome emits 330 kg CO2 eq. compared to +/- 0.3
kg CO2 eq. for 3 hours in teleconference, i.e. 1000 times less).

No
My destination is :
Is my destination a green or
orange city ?

- A green city (the door-to-door time of the trip by public
transport is less than 6 hours and does not exceed by more
than 2 hours the trip by plane: Lyon, Cambridge, Oxford,

Yes

Amsterdam, Heidelberg, Hanover, etc.): I take the train, the
bus or possibly a shared car.

seille, Nantes, Leeds, Geneva, Montpellier, Hamburg, etc.): I

No

consider the train.
The institutional travel agency offers alternatives on its

I take the plane

website. It is also easily comparable on www.rome2rio.com
or www.omio.com
Objectives met: professional objectives, time saving, reduction of my ecological footprint (a return trip from Brussels to
Marseille by train emits 20 times less CO2 than the plane).

When I buy my ticket1, I add a green contribution of 50 euros per ton of CO2 (to be obtained via
a calculator) corresponding to the carbon footprint of the flight.
It is the institute accountant (CLC) who makes this centralized encoding when buying the ticket.
I decide, with my colleagues, which actions to finance with these green contributions in my entity:
train tickets, Cambio subscriptions, electric bikes or any other idea to reduce our carbon footprint.
My entity, as a signatory of the charter, decides on the budget to support these contributions: various resources, F+E budget,

1

central PNA budget for cooperation-related travels.
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- An orange city (between 6 and 8 hours door to door: Mar-

